










Anyone who has attended Prof. 




probably  familiar 
with Floyd Hunter and his study of 
power in Atlanta. 
Hunter, a respected social 
scientist, and Philip J. Trounstine, a 
San Jose Mercury reporter 
and 
author 
of a power study of San Jose, 
were featured 
speakers  at a panel 
discussion of urban 
power in San 
Jose, held Monday afternoon




Hunter is a 
proponent
 of the elite 
theory of power. 
"Power can best be observed by 
people who have 
policy  roles," said 








Daily editor, has used Hunter's 
research model to study power in 








 "Power in San 
Jose:
 Who Has It,
 Who Wields 
It,"  
ran from Aug. 12 






 study, gave it high 
acclaim. 
Hunter 
is author of "Community 
Power Structure: A Study of 
Decision  Makers," "Top 
Leadership  
U.S.A.," 
and  "The Big Rich and the 
Little Rich." 
Trounstine plans to 
write a book 
on his 
San Jose  power study. 
Adding a national 
perspective  to 
Trounstine's work, Hunter said, 
"Cities are the 
anchor points of 
power."  
Policy is made up,
 not only by 
city law, but 
uy larger business 
interests. "PG and E governs you 
just as much as city hall," Hunter 
explained. 
Basically what power is, Hunter
 
said, "is the division of booty  who
 
gets what and how much. That's 














 of a school 
superintendent















































 woman in 
San Jose's 
top  10 
power  elite.












































 but remains 
powerful  in San 







San Jose" which is 
roughly 30 
percent
 Hispanic, Hunter said. 
San Jose 
currently is in a 
"strategic position" in relation to 
the 
Bay  Area, he said, and 
may end 
up as "the banking center 
for Silicon 
Valley," the name given
 to Santa 
Clara Valley for its 
concentration  of 
electronics companies.
 
San Jose is now 
in a "transition 
state," 
Hunter  said, "the real 
estate  
mafia 
has  been superseded






San  Jose, 
although not apparent
 now, is up to 
the political,









 they talk 
about 
winning,
 but when they're 
losing they talk about
 building 
character." 








 attended the 
event sponsored 
by
 the Political 
Science Department. 





















Student Rick Bates relaxes in one of the listening 









result of energy 
saving 
by Brian Wirth 
SJSU students 
who  are cold in 
Duncan Hall classrooms are just 
going to have 
to "wear sweaters and 
bundle 
up,"  according to Hugh 
Steckol, regional 
acting program 
manager for the 





Many  students said the rooms in 
Duncan Hall, located between 
San  
Carlos
 and San Salvador streets, are 
very cold at nearly all times
 of the 
day. 
One instructor, who wished to 
remain anonymous, 
said, "The 
rooms are very 
cold.  We've com-
plained about it for a long time but 
Buildings and Grounds have come 
out and said the thermostats are 
operating correctly. 
"Even when the thermostats 
have been allowed to be higher, the 
rooms would still be very cold," he 
said. 
"All non-residential buildings 
cannot heat above 65 degrees," 
Steckol said. "This regulation is 
based  on the 1975 Energy Con-
servation  Policy Act." 
Steckol said Congress passed 
the regulation in May of last
 year 









Anderson  of 
Illinois burst 
from  the 
Republican field last
 night to 
stage a dramatic upset victory 
over both
 Ronald Reagan and 
George Bush in the Vermont 
Primary. 
Anderson's surprise showing 
destroyed 
Reagan's
 original hope 
of 
capturing
 40 percent 
of the 
vote, which would have enabled 
him 
to
 win a majority of the 
delegate votes in 
Vermont. 
Sen. Edward
 M. Kennedy of 
Massachusetts  scored 
the first 
victory of 


























derson, Reagan and Bush, 
each  
garnering  31 percent of the 
vote 








 one of the leading 
Republican candidates in the 
campaign trail, widening the 
field 
into a three-man race. 
Carter scored a 3-1 
victory  
over Kennedy in the Democratic 
primary in Vermont, which was 
purely a preferential 
vote, bin-
ding no delegates. 
After congratulating 
Ken-
nedy  on his Massachusetts vic-
tory, Carter
 said that he was 
looking ahead to the 
primaries  in 
more hospitable territory next 
week  notably in 
the  South. 
Anderson's 
showing
 was a 
sharp blow to Bush, 
who  has been 
battling to establish himself as 
the only alternative to Reagan. 
"The regulation
 or law is ac-
tually a nine-month emergency 
program, which, on April 16, will be 
put back on the shelf," Steckol said. 
"After April 16, people
 can do 
whatever they want to, however, we 
advise them to conserve energy," 









Department  of Energy 
regulation not 
to
 provide 65 degrees 
of heat and in the
 summer
 not to cool 
rooms below 78 degrees." 
Some students thought that the 
air conditioner
 had been turned on, 
because it is so cold in the rooms. 






"What they are talking about is 
the 'phenomenon
 of chill factor,' " 
Emigh said. "Fans in the




air at 10 miles 
per hour in order to 
remove stagnant air, which 
can  be a 
health hazard."
 
Emigh said this makes the 
rooms somewhat cold. "But as the 
outside air becomes warmer so will 
the room," 
because
 some of the air 
circulated by the fans is taken from 
the outside, Emigh 
said.  
"Thermostats are notoriously 
inaccurate," Steckol  said. "Some of 
the rooms could be much colder than 
the maximum 65 degrees allowed by 
the federal government," he said. 
The 
best  way to tell the accurate 
temperature of a building is to 
measure the air in the coldest room, 
Steckol said. "That way the rooms 
can be heated up to 65 degrees but 
not over." 
When asked if after April 16, 
when the regulation 
goes out of 
effect, people will make an attempt 
to conserve on heating energy, 
Steckol said, "I think people will try 





I think people are more 
conscious of saving energy," he 
said. 
Unusual, 






 music lounge  opens 
by Ellen Goodwin 
Amid a desert of red and yellow 
striped carpet in the Student Union, 
there now stands a forest -like oasis 
of green and brown: the new music 
listening lounge. 
Designed and built 
mainly by 
environmental studies junior Perry 
Becker, the lounge was officially 
opened Friday afternoon during a 
ribbon -cutting ceremony observed 
by more than 30 champagne-sipping 
celebrants. 
Located next to the 
music 
Listening room, the unusual lounge 
contains two stepped, pyramid -like 
structures covered in thick, rust -








Michael Tsai said. 
"It's a com-
fortable atmosphere, somewhere 
students would really enjoy if 
they're listening to 
music,  or 
reading books or looking 
out the 
window
 for scenery." 
The wall -size window at one end 
of the lounge looks out over the art 
quad while the other end of the room 





Outlets for 10 headphone sets 
are placed 




 music of their 
own choosing while they









bookkeeper  Kris 










you're  in 












the room a few 
years 
ago,
 it was presented







 S.U. director. 
These classes came up with 
some ideas but it was Becker, the 
same student who helped design and 
build the Earth Toys shop, located 
next to the bakery, who 
really 
turned the room into what it  is today. 
Becker, 








 are a class 
that would 




"They have the 
talent, they need the 
experience, they 
would  work for 
less. 
"I can't express
 how important 
it is 
with money becoming tight
 for 
the university
 to realize how 
much 
talent is on campus.
 It's an untapped 
resource." 
Becker 
designed  the room in a 
week and built 
it,  with the help of a 
few students and 
S.U.  staff mem-
bers, in about a month. 
"I got paid less than 
half what a 
real
 carpenter would 
make," 
Becker 
commented.  "I think you've 
got a great room here 
for an un-
believable price." 
Although the S.U. board of 
governors allocated 
$12,000  for the 
project, they actually spent only 
$9,000, according to Pat 
Wiley, 
associate director of the Student 
Union. 
A major reason for this savings, 
Wiley said, was that students did a 
large part
 of the work. 
The extra 
$3,000 may be used to 
improve the sound system in the 
music listening room 
booths next 





 Childs, coordinator, and 
Mary Kinney, services 
coordinator,  of the Centre 






by Yasunori Chiba 
Many people are faced with 
unbearable emotions such as 
grief, 
anger, loneliness
 and pain when they 
or their 
loved ones face death, said 
Janet  Childs, a 
community
 
education coordinator of the 
Centre 
for Living with Dying. 
The Centre, a non-profit 
organization founded in 
1976 at 1542 
Los Padres Blvd. in Santa Clara, is 
funded mainly by United Way 
and 
some private 
donations.  It has dealt 
with 







 the Centre 
directly or talk about 
their various 
problems by phone,
 Childs said. 
About 80 volunteer
 counselors go 
wherever 
the  clients are most 
comfortable, sometimes to 
hospitals, homes, or the Centre. 
A typical case treated by the
 
Centre involved a 53-year -old 
man  








volunteer  spent much 
time 
with  him outside of his 
home,  
exploring his 
































































 and angry at 
the fact
 that he 
would  soon die. 
A Centre volunteer spent a great 
deal of 
time with her, sharing her 
hardship and anger. Her husband 
soon came to the Centre, and 
another Centre volunteer shared his 
anger at having to depend on his 
wife. They expressed their 
emotions 
to the counselors, and it helped them 
to release their tension. 
Some cases involved extreme 
situations. One of them was a 52 -
year -old woman whose daughter 
was 




who  faces death or a 
loved 
one's  death has to undergo an 
emotional  transformation, including
 
five  stages varying from 
person to 
person,  according 
to Richard 
Keady, an associate





 said, first 
goes 
through  a denial 
stage,  denying 
the 
fact  that he 
will  soon die. 
Then 
comes  the anger 
stage, 
being 





Next is the 






family,  doctor 
and  friends. 
The 
depression 
stage  involves 
giving up 
his will





 the acceptance stage, 
sees  the person 
accepting  the fact 
of 
death. 



































 at any 
time
 the government
 wants to do 
so. 






provides  the 
reason why 
it 









remember  life in 
Japanese con-
centration  










 them clear 
understand-
ing
 of why they 







experienced  the 
camp,  said 
the conditions 
were  not as bad as 
many people 
imagine. But most said 
it was the worst 
in the deserts. 




























students,  but 
all foreign 
students were





 is not 
understandable  
















should  not be 
a good 
enough reason for the government 
any 
more.  
Last August, a U.S. Circuit 
Court in Illinois upheld a federal law 
which states the INS officers "shall 
have the power without warrant to 
interrogate any alien or person as to 
his right to be or to remain in the 
United States. 
This gave the INS 
officers
 the 
exclusive right to seek
 illegal aliens 
without warrant. The result was an 
outcry from many aliens who were 
in illegal status, especially those 
who 
worked illegally. 
These consecutive actions by the 
government are related to the 
problem of the
 high unemployment 
rate. That is, if 




 could have 
less chance
 to get a job. 
This  would 
make the rate
 higher. 
But even if 
the government 
swept out the aliens working ille-
gally, it would not make any major 
change in the unemployment 
problem.  
In addition, as 
far as the foreign 
students are 
concerned,  most of 
them devote their life 
only  to study-
ing, and the materials required by 
instructors are enough to give them 










 to renew 







 give some 
consid-
eration to 
them,  not  only 
deport 
them back to their
 home. 
Furthermore,
 the foreign 
stu-
dents 
always  provided the INS with 
ample information when they 
en-
tered the 




one school to 
another.
 
How come the government 
wants to know
 more about them 
now?
 












because  they 







signed  the 
"1-20" 
forms  to 
get a visa,
 their 










who  are 




 the same rights 























My name is Charlie
 Wittman, 
Geology Club President,
 and I 
represent 90-plus students here 
at
 
San Jose State 
University. We are 
planning a trip to the annual 
meeting
 of the Cordilleran Section of 
the Geology Society of America,
 
which is being held in 
Corvallis, 
Oregon. 
This was held at San Jose State 
University  last year during spring 
break, and attended 
by
 some 1,300 
people. We received a small amount
 
of money from the 
A.S.  Council but 
had to fight them verbally for three
 
weeks to get it, and this abuse is 
what I would like all the students of 
SJSU to know about. 
My first experience
 with the 
ineptness of the A.S. was with
 Joanie 
Goar, who presided over the special 
allocations  committee. To her I tried 
to present our methods of 
organizing 
the trip to GSA. and how we 
adver-
tised to the entire campus to attract 
any interested student, geology stu-
dent or not, to join us in this educa-
tional experience. 
Thirty 
students  signed up and of 
this 
number  we figured about
 15 
would be able to go. 
We had two free 
vans; so all
 we were asking for was 




$5 each and for gas 
for one private 
vehicle. The total for
 each student 
was only $65 for a four -day con-
vention.
 
As I was 
presenting  our case, 
Joanie stopped 
me in the middle and 
told me the council 
had made a pre-
determined decision, and
 it would be 
useless for me 
to
 continue. She said 
council 
would  recommend $10 for re-
gistration,
 $92 for lodging and $26 to 
drive
 1.200 miles to the  convention 
for two
 students only. 
We were told our making this 
program 
available to all students
 
doesn't count, and that we weren't 
trying




























 to this 
last 
semester. 
I was shocked by 
the total-
ly irrelevant 
actions  of the 
special  
allocations  committee,
 and the pre-
determined
 decision 




 this to the council that
 
week and argued 
for 30 minutes, but 
the council would not change
 their 
decision, and passed the $128. We 
tried to espial:, to them that 
this
 pro-
gram would be of great educational
 
benefit  to the students attending 
since it presents all of the new ideas 
and 
techniques
 in the geologic 
field.
 
We thought the council would be 
glad to 
help students who normally 
wouldn't be able 
to get this extra 
pertinent information because they 
are too poor to 
attend.
 It is obvious 
that the council was not interested in 
helping poor students with pertinent 
educational programs. 
We then decided that council 
would only help two 
students  so  I 
battled them the 
following
 council 
meeting for 35 minutes to get full 
funding but admitted $26 wouldn't 
get two students to Corvallis, and 
gave us $100 for gas. 
When I told them we needed 
separate rooms for our represen-
tatives
 for privacy reasons, they 
couldn't come up with a good reason 
why they shouldn't fulfill our 
request: so one of them called this 
"sexist" to ask for privacy. This 
allegation that the 
request was 
"sexist" was probably meant for 
me. even though none of them knew 
I am a feminist and fight for 
women's rights.
 This argument 
totally disrupted the meeting since 
most people of the
 council thought 
this was a cheap shot, but then they 
proceeded to still vote against our 
request for privacy.
 
All of the 
members
 of the 
Geology  Club were outraged
 by the 
council's  actions, and encouraged
 
me to call the Spartan Daily 
to
 let all 
the students know how ignorant the
 
council was of the 




printed a very well -written and 
factual 
account
 of our troubles with 
the council. This
 story outraged the 
council because it was
 too factual 
and showed their poor and unreal 
conduct like a bunch  of grade school 
kids. 
I went back
 the following week 
to re-submit my request 
for  separate 
rooms with 15 people from the club. 
But when I went before them, they 
wouldn't let me speak since they had 
made another pre -determined 
decision on this case. 
What is the council here for? To 
help poor students with their
 
educational endeavor or to 
hassle
 
them and see to it that they are 
embarrassed enough to never come 
back. I think certain people in this 
council are there only for personal 
gains which are beneficial to 
themselves or their
 pet projects, and 
are against the average students 
who are not politically corrupt. 
These "sexist" 
members  of council 
should be removed now
 for the bene-





I have read Ellen Goodwin's
 
commentary 













valid points and 
she stressed 
most
 of these points
 fairly 
eloquently  although I 
detected a bit 
of 
an overkill with 
the word 
"scream" and all 
of its derivatives  
I seriously
 doubt that 
her  male 
neighbors suffered
 the "scream, 
screamers, screaming" 
syndrome 




In essence, the problem of 
sexism in language may be viewed 
(rem several different perspectives. 
Since we all know that everything is 
relative  in this world of ours, let us 
do a little contrast and comparison 
of language. 
Anyone who has 
studied any of 
the Romance languages clearly 
realizes that these languages are 
highly sexist in nature. In Spanish, 
for 
example,  virtually every noun is 
classified 
as
 being either masculine 






A language basically reflects a 
particular culture's view of reality, 
perception of the natural order of 
things and 
so
 forth, so it would ap-
pear 
to me that all the Romance 
languages are highly sexist in 
structure. 
These languages insist upon 
labeling everything 
 objects as well 
as people  into masculine or 
feminine 
categories.  Really, we 
should not blame this classification 
problem on 
the people who speak 
Spanish or other Romance 
languages, for they are only 
following in the footsteps
 of those 
damn Romans, 
who got so confused 
with this 
whole  male/female 
business that they had to relegate 
and brandish certain nouns to the 
wasteland of neuters. Alas, iiiree 
categories of nouns  what a mess. 
Seriously speaking, however, in 
English, one may use non-sexist 
terminology quite freely. For 
example, if one views a mixed group 
of males and females, one may 
simply say, "I see them."
 However, 
in Spanish, this would be expressed 
"los veo"  "los" designating either 
a mixed group 
or a group comprised 
strictly of males. 
Only when the 
group is ex-
clusively female is the feminine 
direct -object form used. 
This basic 
rule holds
 for the personal pronouns 
"ellos" ( they ) and "nosotros" 
( we). 
In English, we may say, "Give 
me that, this, it," etc., without these 
things taking on a male/female 
connotation.
 In Spanish, usually 
there
 are "lo, la, los, las, uno, una, 
unos, unas" all over the place. 
Although English may 
be 
somewhat sexist in nature, and in 
need of some modifications, I cannot 
believe it transgresses the boun-
daries of sexism nearly as much as 
other languages do. However, I have 
yet to hear cries 
of anguish against 
these other languages. 
The objective of this 
letter  is as 
follows:
 
11 Things should 
be
 kept in their 
proper perspective. Are things 
really as 
bad  as they appear to  be? 




 languages, and, 
relatively 
speaking, English isn't 
nearly as sexist as 
most  languages 
are. 
3) It is not always so much what 
is said that is important, although 
that is important, 
moreover,  it is 
how something 






 thankful that 
English
 has 
streamlined itself in 
comparison  to 
many other languages
 by keeping 
male/female distinctions to a 
minimum. 
5 Words such as "chair-
person,"  "letter carrier,' "police 
officer," "firefighter," etc. have 






percent  of the English 
language 
comes from Latin, let us 
find a 
scapegoat
 in the Romans, for 
they indeed contributed 
heavily to 
this dilemma.
 Since scapegoats are 
in vogue 
today, let us seek one out 
and hold 
onto







This is in response to a 
recent  
letter by James Kalomiris, who 
called for someone to "save us from 
the women's 
movement."  
James, how'd you get so stupid? 
That strip-tease club in 
Hayward  is 
male-owned and operated as are all 
other male strip-tease places I've 
heard of. The Womyn's Movement 
)which,
 by  the 
way,  is a philosophy, 
not an 
organization),
 has never 
en-
dorsed nor supported cheap thrills 
and "Iooksism" as a part of their 
ideology.  
As a 
matter  of fact, feminists I 
know are sick and tired 
of
 the at-
tention placed on 
men's and 
women's bodies, especially for the 
sake of increasing men's 
pocket-
books. I found your
 assumption of 
male strip -tease clubs being the 
work 
of the Womyn's Movement an 
example of sexism 
in
 its purest 
form. 
In
 other words, buddy, you
 
need some enlightenment. 
Attend 
Womyn's  Week. 
Robin M. 
Williams  
Womyn's Studies, junior 
Unacceptable  
Editor: 
Trying to talk your way out of 
the draft
 is excusable. Choosing 
some 
other alternative of civil 
service work is 
equally admirable. 
But condemning the whole system 
just because it happens to step on 
your 
toes  is not acceptable. 
The liberationist
 revolution, ass 
consequence
 of subservience that 
Jane Ferrier speaks
 of in her letter 
to the editor in Feb. 
25, is of the same 
caliber of hypocrisy as the topic her 
letter covers. 
It appeared 
to me that this in-
dividual was very dissatisfied
 with 
the way 
this country is run and with
 
women's roles in it. 
Well, the good old United States 
is really 
fortunate
 in this respect, 
because 
this country probably 
treats
 ladies better




I challenge Ms. Ferrier to 
check 
the statistics of the Vietnam War, 
which I'm sure will 
overwhelmingly 
prove the casualties were 
disproportionately men. The 
egalitarianism
 of which her letter is 
permeated evades 
the true issue. 
If our system is 
corrupt, the 
women as well as the 
men  have been 
basking in it. Or, to 
put it another 
way, with all the 
inequities of our 
culture, do you seriously
 think men 
enjoyed being drafted? Ask a 
veteran 
what it's really like and if 
war 
is fun. 
I wonder how much picketing 
Ms. Ferrier was involved in when 
the Vietnam war was going on. Or, if 
she was old enough, did she vote 
against it via the political system at 
her disposal. 
Enough of all this crap, 
especially the philosophical, 
rhetorical
 side of the issues. These 
merely circumvent or evade the 
problem, but add fuel to the 
dilemma. 
If men can be inducted
 (in-
carcerated), then women can
 too. If 
you don't like the way
 the 
democratic 
machine  works, then try 
to 
modify  it. Don't throw a wrench 






Well, they're back. The 
Revolu-
tionary Communist Youth Brigade,
 




goes away, has 
returned
 
to plague our campus once more. 
Now,
 marching like some
 little 
army, this goosestepping 
goon 
squad has twice interrupted
 my 





 we have to respect 
their right














become  an irritant
 to my life 
and I 
am sure to 
the lives of 
other 
students. 




I went up to 





many of you are 
stu-
dents?"  He 
replied,  
"Almost
 all of 




 I said, 
"Well,












hedge  and said,
 
"Around
 70 percent 
of
 us have taken 
college classes." 
Getting a little angry, I 
finally  
asked,  "How many 
of
 you are cur-
rently enrolled










The point is, 
if they are not 
even  
students 
here, what are 
they
 doing 
on campus? We are 
trying to learn. 
If they want 
to stand on San Fernan-










ful atmosphere, I just wish they 
would
 leave me the hell alone. I 
am
 
sure many other real
 students feel 






The Daily's reviewer of campus 
plays ( and I use the term 
"reviewer" very loosely ) neglected 
to mention in his
 recent review of 
"Friends" a few of the more im-
portant facts 
necessary to a 
coherent review. 
In his pompous zeal to spend 
several columns of 
print giving his 
opinion on the way the play 
was 
written and directed, he left out 
details like the names of the per-
formers, of which there were only 
four.  
I doubt the playwright, who is a 
professional in New York theaters, 
will care very much 
about  what the 
Spartan Daily's 
reporter has to say. 
But I, for one, think an actor de-
serves to read an opinion of his/her 
performance. Praise me, pan me ... 
but at least 
notice  me. 
After Mr. Regalia's obvious 
faux pas in his boorish attempt 
to 
criticize "Charley Parkhurst." we  
were
 led to believe we could expect 
at least a coherent, if not a par-
ticularly insightful review. 
Let it be known, and as widely as 
this publication 
circulates,
 that Mr. 
Regalia has once again 
failed  to 
fulfill his responsibility to his 
readers, his publication
 and those of 
us unfortunates who have 
suffered  
from his monumental temerity, 
which is the only thing that qualifies 
this man to call himself a "drama 
critic." 
S. Bruce Chastain 
Theater Arts, senior 
Spartan 
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(right)  and fellow "Public 
Image"  band member 
Keith Levine (left)
 answer question during 
this  past Monday's press 




















































stays busy for the next few 
years. 
Mason and James 




and  Joseph 
Bologna, team 
up to make 
"Chapter Two" a bright, 
warm and 
witty effort 












1973,  finds 
recently  
widowed 




























George  up 
with a date 
that
 resembles 
"a creature from Star 
Wars," Leo hits the mark 
by 
suggesting  his older 
brother call up the friend, 
Jennie, of 
an
 old flame 
Faye Medwick  ( Harper). 
After 
several  phone 
calls,
 the two set up a five-
minute "test" date,
 which 
leads to a 10 -day
 romance 
followed by 
marriage  and a 
honeymoon
 in Bermuda 







 but the two 






Caution, however, is 
thrown 
to the Bermudan 
Record
 Reviews  
winds as Jennie and 
George spend four days 
rollicking in the island's 
surf and enjoying their 
new 
married life together. 
The joy and laughs 
quickly
 end when an old 
acquaintance of George's 
remembers how happy 
George and his first wife 
were  during their last visit 
to the island resort. After 
extending 
their con-
dolences, the couple dances 
off, leaving George deep in 
sorrow and Jennie a victim 
of his depression. 
Following
 an early 
return to 




his bags and heads




rights for his 
latest 
novel,  while, at 
the 
same 
time, hopes he will 







 to Caan's 
biting wit for the first half 
of the movie, gives an 
indication as to why she 
won her 
third Academy 
Award nomination for 
"Chapter
 Two" in a 
powerfully moving scene 
prior to his leaving for the 
West Coast. 
Her




frustrated  rage 
as she 
pleads with Caan 
to
 forget 
the past and start
























 is a 
fine two hours of wit and 
warmth.  
I can hardly wait for 






by Brian Boyd 
Everybody wanted to 
hate Elvis Costello when he 
came to America 
three 
years ago. 
He had Presley's 
name, Holly's gla::ses and 
Dylan's 
cynical attitude. 
Was nothing sacred? 
The first album came 
out, and to the annoyance 
of some, it was great. 
Everyone 
then waited for 
the fade, the sophomore 
jinx or any of the other 
treacheries that await 
those
 who dare greatness 
the first time out. 
It 
didn't  happen. 
The second album, 
"This Year's Model," was 
better. The third, "Armed 






"New Wavers" have the 
Costello sound. He 
replaced Buddy Holly and 




rest of the musical world 




new  album, 
"Get 




































































































































































The  impact is 





The overall feeling is 
that of a stricter New 
Wave 
stance by Costello. 
The tracks 
are laid out 
in a way that offers some 
contrast.  "Human Touch," 
with its calypso style is 
back to back 
with










always sounded close to the 
edge but this time he has 
gone over. The voice is no 
longer that of a 
nervous 
schizophrenic whom you 
could snap between your 
fingers 















































"Glass House" expecting 
to find any trace of the 
street balladeer who 
swooned you to 
tune in to 
KYUU for such tunes as 
"Love You Just the Way 
You Are" and "Honesty." 
Pardon 
the pun, but 
"Glass
 House" debuts 
Joel's breakthrough into 
"new wave." And for those 
of you who think that Joel is 
a graduate of the Barry 
Manilow School of 
Mushiness,  you're in for 




a variety of 
flavors.
 Joel seems to 
borrow






( "You May  Be Right"
 ), the 
Beat ( 
"Sometimes  A 
Fantasy" ) 
and  Elvis 
Costello 
( "It's Still Rock 
and 
Roll
 To Me.") 
However,
 just like 
Ronstadt,  Joel seems to be 
unwilling to free himself of 
all ties to his 
mellower 




audience by throwing in 




 Be Alone" and 
"You Were The 
One."  All 
this does 
is throw off the
 





CENTRAL CHINA RESTAURANT 
Mandarin,  Szechuan, Hunan Cuisine 
OPEN FOR LUNCH& 
DINNER 
ALSO FOOD TO GO 
1362 S. Winchester Blvd.. San Jose, CA 95182 
{Between 
Hamilton  & Paynei 
Tel. (408) 
374-3840  374-3842 
REPRODUCE
 






a page And  our 
overnight  rates are 
just 3  A 
Dissertations 
copied
 on thesis quality cotton 












1111k1)  `s1 
(408) 295 4 
336 
Joel in many ways is 
similar
 to Ronstadt, each 





 any moment in a 
tune. Yet each is a suc-
cessful artist  and "new 
wave" crowds don't liken 
to accepting cross-overs 









 is full 
of the 
wit and 
cynisms  of 
Warren  
Zevon. 




 by singing 
"Next













































by Chuck Bustillos 
When I was first informed 
of the press conference for 
Johnny Lytton, aka Johnny
 Rotten of Sex Pistol "punk 
rock" infamy, I really 
did  not care to attend the event 
becaues my taste for this 
brand  of "music" was about the 
same as Lytton's 
more  known stage name.
 
Since it was to 
be his only public 
press  appearance in 
the
 
U.S.  before his upcoming tour,
 I figured that the jaunt 
up to the City nightclub in San 
Francisco would provide a 
fairly interesting story. 
What
 I experienced in the hour 
that I was at the conference
 was a story in itself. 
As I 
trudged
 up the elaborately
 carpeted stairs I 
scanned the various posters of 
wave" artists on the 
bright red walls 
and adjusted my 
camera,
 trying to 
remember
 the tips that Daily Photo
 Editor Paul Chinn 
gave me before my little 
voyage.  
At
 the top of the stairs I came 
upon a scene straight 
out of "Star Wars." I 
was  I.uke Skywalker entering 
a bar 
of, 
well,  I guess you could call them 
"different " looking 
folk. A nice, neat euphemismfor 
some really strange 
people. 
I had been officially 
introduced  to the "punk" scene.
 
Dorothy had
 just landed in Oz. I had "black and
 white" 
images
 of what "punkers" looked like, 
but  here was a 
menagerie of every conceivable color.
 One girl had on a 
satin skin-tight blue sequined 
one-piece  suit with blue 
streaks in her snow blonde hair to 
match. Another I still 
((on't
 know if it 
VV^.::  a man or a 
woman)  was attired 
in 
purple. All over Purple 
hair, purple make-up and purple 
rouge all over  'its" body. 
The wardrobe was pretty 
standard.  Straight leg pants 
with a dingy Goodwill jacket
 and a straight and narrow 
tie. 
The hair cuts were universally similar in style as well. 
Razor -cuts  to the scalp 
with
 Little streamers of hair 
hanging over the eye-lids. One gentleman side-stepped his 
way from being caught up in the whole hair
-do scene. His 
was shaved. 
As "new wave" music blared from a 
giant  sized juke-
box, microphones
 and video-recorders were properly set 
up for the guest of honor - Sir Rotten. The scene
 resem-
bled a presidential speech. Only 
everyone came in "punk 
drag. 
Floating quietly through the crowd, I luckily found 
refuge with a familiar face from the 
Independent  Weekly. 
I felt safe for the
 time being but the natives seemed to be 
snickering at my 
"conformity." Just picture a Richie 
Cunningham in a sea of Fonzies. Well, at least no one spit 
on me. 
Sir Rotten, after a 20-minute delay, finally drug 
himself to the 
stage  to engage in 
what  was to be verbal
 dis-
passion  to the 
assemblage.





 seems to think he 
de-
served
 to be treated as a 
royalty  figure. This 
was  the guy 
who raised a stink 
with  the Sex Pistols' 
"God Save The 
Queen?" 
Clad in dark -brown cuffed pants, a light brown tweed 
jacket, bright green sequined  socks and a dingy grey tie, 
Rotten began responding to questions with the couth of a 
two-year -old as he made it perfectly clear that he "hated 
doing this thing." 
"The Sex Pistols were the greatest rock and roll 
band 
ever," Rotten slurred, doing his best to avoid the courtesy 
of speaking into the 
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"Rape  The 
Power  of 















sponsored by assocrated students 
and roll band. 
But  they are dead. I don't want to talk about 
it  
Rotten  continued to reply arrogantly 
to questioners 
with a lingering stare that was supposed to be in-




for having to do the press conference, but 
outside 
of







greatest  rock 
and roll
 band ever
 ' -- 
Rotten
 
flocked to the City to adore their "king,"
 the rest of the  
gathered media and curious onlookers began to feel 
embarrassment
 for Rotten. The burps in between gulps 
of 
his Heineken were bad enough,
 but I don't think his 
mother would have approved of precocious
 little Johnny 
picking his nose in public. But I guess that's 
what





 hygiene matched his last 
name, seemed to be in another world 
as
 he answered each 
question 
with leering disgust. 
As the punkers bid ado to 
Rotten,
 he sat with cold, 
iron -clad disgust on his 
face.  Almost as if he expected the 
crowd to bow before
 him. For someone whose 
new band is 
"Public 
Image,"  this boor definitely must 
not  worry much 
about  his. But I guess that's what 
"punk" is all about. 
'Empire 
Strikes  Back' 
BASS Ticket Service 
announced today that 
advance tickets for "The 
Empire Strikes Back" 
(Star 
Wars II) have been 
placed 
on
 sale for per-
forman .es at the Syufy 
Century 22 in San Jose and 
Century 26 in Sacramento. 
The movie is scheduled to 
open in both locations on 
May 
21.  
Although seating is not 
reserved, 





 showings of 
their  choice by 
buying 
advance 
tickets through  
BASS.  Both 
theaters  are 
being 
computerized  to 
tie  
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league  match 
yesterday  
afternoon










 currently ranked 
one of the top three
 
tennis teams in 




 status, downing the 
Spartans  on their home 
ground,
 
Nial  Brash salvaged 
some




 SJSU singles victor, 
defeating
 the highly -touted 
Peter Rennert of 
Stanford in straight 
sets of 6-2, 7-6. 
Rennert. a 
two-time  All-American currently
 ranked 
45th in the top 50 tennis 
players in the world, did 
not seem 
to be 
playing the par game
 of a champion. 
He 
gave
 Brash a tough test 
with  an angry serve and 
some 
barreling
 returns, but a few 
slip-ups  on his part 
coupled with a superb
 effort by Brash enabled
 the Spartan 
to grab the coveted
 win. 
The Spartans' No. 2 
singles
 man Paul Batten did not 
fair  as well, nor did the rest of the 
SJSU squad. 
In the last match
 of singles play, Batten 
succumbed to 
the
 CardinaLs' Lloyd 




Batten took the 
first set 7-5, and  
Bourne squeezed 
;Mead 
in the second by a 
7-6 margin. 
But 
Batten  was unable to 
rally in the third, 
dropping  it 
and the 
match  to his 
Stanford
 opponent by 
a final 6-1 
decision. 




to the Cards  
Tim  Mayotte 
7,&-3. 
Defeat did not 
go
 over too well 
with  the Spartan's 
No. 
:i man. At 
one  point he became so 
frustrated  with a missed 
point that he 
hurled  his tennis racket 
full -force into the 
wire fence around the 
court.  
Much to the amusement




on a loose wire in the 
fence  and stuck there, just 
out
 of Couch's reach. He had 
to use his opponent's racket
 
to dislodge  it. 
In 
double's  action. Brash 
emerged
 as a double winner, 
pairing up with
 teammate Batten to 
down Rennert and 
Scott 
Bondurant,
 7-6, 6-4. 
But that was the 
only other Spartan victory.
 The 
remaining
 two doubles teams both 
met  with defeat at the 
hands of their 
Stanford  opponents. 
The SJSU netters will try to 
break their streak of not -
so
-fantastic  luck tomorrow, when they 
meet University of 
Washington















by Catherine Cassidy 
Despite a pestering 
rain and a memory of snot -
so -shining performance
 in 
last Friday's tournament, 
the SJSU women's golf 
team brought themselves 
back up to championship 
par. v. inning their second 
NorCal 
tournament  this 
week at The Villages golf 
course Monday. 
Displaying much 
better golfing than 




 the Spartan 
women combined their 
efforts in two 
rounds
 to 
shoot a winning 611. 17 









 victory for 
the 
Spartans


























course, however, was not 










"We were just 
lethargic that day," he 




We just couldn't seem to 
get our heads together out 
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of 301 in the 
first round and 









































































with a two -round
 score of 
151. 
Stanford's Joanne 














 No. 4 spot 
with a 153. 
The Lady Spartans' 
next engagement will take 
them to normally sunny
 
Phoenix, Ariz. for com-
petition in the 54-hole Lady 
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San Jose State
 University 
San Jose, CA 
95 192 
(408)
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Games  Area 











Editor's Note: A com-
plete 
preview of the field 
for this 
weekend's AlAW 
Western Region women's 
clIz=plwashipa 







































the  field 
are 














































Spartans  face 
UCLA
 at 4 p.m. 
Should SJSU beat the 
Bruins, the Spartans will 
play Friday night at 8:30 
against
 the winner of the 
Long Beach, California 
game. 
From there,
 SJSU will 
either advance to the 
championship game at 8:30 
Saturday night or, should 
the Spartans lose, play in 






















March  15. 
USF
 is the favorite
 and 






















( AP) The 
National Football
 League 
and 27 of its teams  all 
except the Oakland Raid-
ers  filed a suit against the 
Raiders
 yesterday seeking 
to stop the team 
from mov-
ing to Los Angeles without 
NFL approval. 
Judge 






















was  the latest 
of many legal 
maneuvers 
in the case of 
the  Raiders, 
whose lease 
at
 the Oakland 
Coliseum has 





Davis,  has sign-




11/2(  Each 
self service
 


























 Old Cafeteria 
For
 more
 information call 277.7971 
Sponseel by S/Leent 
04.41o4on














































approval  of 
21








tennis match between 
SJSU and Fullerton State 
has been cancelled due to 
uncertainty  about the 
weather.
 
The match, scheduled 
for 2 p.m. at the South 
Campus courts, will 
not be 





 to Fullerton State for 
a match 
on







































































 opportunities for advancement 




 with pay levels 
in 




-- Liberal vacation 
allowance,
 paid 
sick leave, partially employer
-funded 








 for self 
and 
dependents.  












on a deep water arm 
of 









hour  from 
Seattle, 
recently  recognized  by several
 
publications




-quality  of life- 
in the country. 
Contact  your 
Placement
 Office for an 
interview
 on 





 you  







 may mail a 



































As if playing 1,500
 miles away 
from 





suffered  its first setback 
in its quest 
for an 
NCAA  title as a heavy 
snowstorm forced
 cancellation of a 
planned
 practice 






who  were 
declared
 a 9 1/2-point underdog
 by 
the
 New York City 
betting line in 
their first 





forced into a layover












The team had 
planned on 
reaching 
the University of Nebraska 
yesterday 
morning  to practice but 
instead 
were
 rerouted to Kansas 
City, Mo., 
where  they will board a 
bus to Lincoln,
 arriving today. 
The Spartans' NCAA opener 
will  
be televised live on KNTV, channel 
11 at 7:30 Thursday evening. 
There was also good news in the 
Spartan camp yesterday as 6-7 
classifieds
 
senior forward Wally Rank 
received 
Associated Press honorable-mention 













by members of the Fresno State Ath-
letic Department that he was re-
sponsible for reporting the illegal 
scrimmages by the Bulldogs that 
forced the 
PCAA to bar them from 
post
 season play. 
Berry admits that after hearing 
of the scrimmages,
 he called the 
league office to find out if 
his club 




According to the 




Fresno  coach 
Boyd
 Grant, who 
told  
Berry
 that the 
Bulldog's  scrim-
mages 
with  Fresno 
Pacific
 College 
were  allowed 
by the NCAA.
 
Berry still wasn't sure of the 
legality of such scrimmages so he 
contacted Assistant SJSU Athletic 
Director  Jon Crosby, who in turn 
spoke to PCAA Commissioner Lew 
Cryer. 
The scrimmales were found to 
be illegal and Fresno State was 
subsequently barred from the PCAA 
tournament and 
all other post 
season 
competition.  
"1 really don't apprecinte it at 
all," Berry said of the tattle-tail 
monicker applied to him by the 
Fresno press. 
"He i Fresno coach 
Grant  I 
doesn't want the blame, but neither 
do I." 
'72 
Mazda  153 Good 
Looking, Needs 
Announcements
 Tunenp, Replace Control Box 
6500.00 Call Evening  2$112141 or 
WANTED Baseball cards, year 




 CSH. See Dr. 
Lapin, Bus. Tower
 763, or call 037-
1101,  
STUDENT Dental Plan. 
Take  care 
of your 








.or call 371.6111. 
  0   
Recycling  
Center is open 
this sem   Wed, 
II




collect newspaper, card 
board,  glass, aluminum and fin 
cans, 
(please
 flatten), motor oil and 
automobile batteries
 We're across 
from
 Spartan
 Stadium on the corner 
of S 7th 
and Humbolt Sts. Bring 





SEE RMAK 1140 
!I:JUR MI selling for 12095 
makes 9 
gallons ol delicious brew, and then 
75 cents per 6 
pack
 alter that 
Simple




ingredients make EVERY 
customer 
a success EVERY TIME. Your 
friends 
Will  inSISt in coming to 








with 5 percent alcohol and 
not have to go Oct
 to buy it We'll 







 with you 
on Friday 
nights
 from 7 to 10 in the 
Beers, aaaaa Pub, next door




 OF AMERICA 
1040 N 4th Street 
San
 Jose, 241 4447 





Mg? What better 
time to have a 
beautiful
 award 
winning color potrad created by 
John Eric Paulson Call John
 at 
4 4 8 1 3 0 1
 
SJSU OSU: Gay Student Union is  
supportive 
organisation
 for lesbians 






which sine lesbians and gay men the 
opportunity to meet, learn about 
themselves 
and
 each other and 
relevant social
 i   
We
 meet in 
the S.U. at II p.m. every Thurs. 2-21. 
Creativity and Journal night: 34. 
spells.. 
Lesbian caucus 




 in the Wanton's 
Center.
 2-37, sorrel   
EVANGELICALS Concerned has  
B ible study for gay men and women, 
Wednesdays 2276 Maywood 
Ave 
P0 Box
 1145. San Jose 
95109  Call 
9911 
SJSU COUNSELING Services: 
Available to
 all
 students who 
would  
like help 
with  vocattonal. pe  
I 
or academic concerns. 
Come see us 
in our new 
office in Room 223, Ad 
ministration Buildong, 7th and San
 
Fernando streets. Call 2772944. 
UTAH, UTAH? UTAH' UTAH, 
March 
HI -April S. Park City, 
Snowbird, Alta S nights in 
condo's
 S 
day lift ticket Round trip bus 
transportation
 ONLY $2211! Sign up 
with the Ski ChM near the Stud.1 
Union or call Joe Of MO 2529, Steve 










30 pm in Eng. 122. 
Next trip is March 
1116
 to 
Heavenly/K  irkw.d 5211 members, 
1.26 










 n' Rollt 
CALL the Scheol et 




 new spacious 
































 311 T, 14510
 
sinhrtlit 


























 chits In the U.S. 
analysed  
by













 136 S. 1st. 
St.,  San 
Jose.









































































'63 FORD Van roP7)  302 VI engine 
utomatit, carpeting, main, new 
paint
 Socetlgnf




'69 FORD Mustang. Auto VII, 
PS.  low 
manatee. good body. tires. 
Must  sell. 
$I,: 4I. Call 226.9494 or 227.013. 




erigne, new tires, 
vinyl top. Runs 
very good 0908 Call 326-9494
 or 227 
11512. 
'73 VEGA Hatchback. 4 speed, good 





SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65 
cents per lb. No limit. Call 292 2951. 
FULLY sell -contained motor home 
with propane and the best RV 
equipment 10 mpg.. good condition 
inside and out. Sacrifice, 13,500 Call 
792 6723 evenings best, or stop by 611 
S 5th 
Street 
COOKWARE: 20 piece 
set. never 





  Rhodes 73. 
Suitcase  
model. Good condition. S175  er best 
offer.  Call Myrna at 291-4574. 
ONE
 ticket for Eagles concert 3/6 
$13.50. Call 593-915$ between 1:30 
and 3:30 p.m. 
FOR SALE: Ladies Kastinger ski 
boots. Sae 6 Worn .ly once Call  





ip   
Financial
 Planning Training and 
Sales C.rse. CALL 249
 
1275.  
WORK available now in Southwest 
San 
Jose, Estside, Cupertono. 
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
 
hours Apply 
in person at 210 South 
1st
 
No. 2215 or call 197-4644. 




 for local community 
center dances Pay negotiable
 Call 
Kathy at 277 4007 
CAB drsvers needed
 Full and part 
firm drivers and dispatchers
 Must 
be 23 years 01 ge 


















Pat, Summer.   
Nationwide.  
worldwide! Send 64.95







 20. 2535 Watt Ace, 







exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay. 
$1,640
 to 






cruisers,  rafting. 
etc.  Send 
$4.95 for application, information,
 
referrals to 
Lalmworld 20. Sox 60129.
 
2331 Waft Avenue,




 park fun 
.. Last 



















pay and flexible 
hours Nursing and
 Merimil per -
s.**. needed. Aides





  . SOIlle  
oporienat  
needed. Call New Horisons at 144-
5502.  
  trainee 
for adult 
boolistorel. Starting 13 50 Greet 




le years. Call 04-213S. 
MEW 
wOMENI
 Jobs on 
Snips! 
American.
 foreign. No 
experience  
required. 
Excellent  pay, worldwide 
trvel.
 Summer lob




 to SEAFAX, 
























house.  Call 
1011 214-4159 after 













 time and 
effort  helping 


















phone contact with elderly clients 
for one profit agency
 Accept and 
make 
referrals,
 scheduling skills, 2 
yrs 
college's., work rrrrr seri. 
preferred 1.4/hr , 24 hr/wk 
Send 
resume








needed  to  rr * rr 










after  3 p.m Close to SJSU 






college grad. Planning Research 
Corp. of 
Santa  Clara is now con 
ducting interviews for a 
second  shift 
Production Control/Ouality 
Assurance person. This is a 
manage
 
mentureented, career position in 
romps/tensod  publishing industry! 
Technical 
knowledge  of printing/ 
graphics helpful 
Salary open 
Excellent  company paid 
benefits.  














E ARN in your spare time. If you 
woukl like additional income and a 
chance to choose your own hours 
contact ROB at 14151
 173 6467 
evenings and weekends 
ALL 
AMERICAN
 COPY, INC. 
Part  
time or full time. No experience 
n ecessary 
407 E. Santa Clara 
between 9th and
 10th. 
S USBOY/WAITER positions open 
E xperience pr rrrrr id, will train. 
Call 
377-9624  after 3 p.m. 










All fields parks, fisheries, 
teaching, 
oil  industry and more! 
1910 employer listings. 
For in 
formation. 
send  52 to AllISCO.
 
Soc 
7410 1650$ Saba. 
Tarde, No. 31. 
Goleta, CA 93018 
OVERSEAS
 JOBS: Summer,, 
year
 
round E  . S Amer
 ic 
Australia, 
Asia, etc. All bells 5500 
in 
siage  mowed,. 
lExponses  pow 
Sightsemng. For








 Time for 
study  on 





 S p.m. 
to midnight: (your 
chow.  Fri. and Sat..
 Sat. and Sun., 
or 














 You pick 






 office in 
a.m. Modern 








MOTHER  OLSON'S LODGINGS
 
Two houses across street from 
cmpus. Kitchell, linen, 
maid ser 
vice. TV, and parking. 540 per wk 
share, $W to S45  per wk. single 122 
North ens SI.
 Call 99114223. 
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB 
Groat
 guys and gals. Kitchen. game 
room, color TV, 












Street,  Office 122 North Ith St. Call 
990-0223,
 
ROOM SISII/wis. 2 blocks from 
campus. Prefer older, mature 
woman Share 4 Mr. house With 
grad couple and small child 
Security plus and kit. arm.




FURNISHED pts for rent, 550 S. 
11th
 St. 3 bdrm., 206., 5360; Iso 2 







 room and board. 14 
goad
 
meals per w.k, quiet of  
mosphere.
 $ISO  per month. 155 S. 
11th St. Call 
270.0471.  
SINGLE artist -craftswoman with 2 
daughters, land 9, has 1 nice rooms 
and bathrooms for rent for 2 female 
students 1154 per room including 
utilities Must Illt 
children. Call 235. 
61911 evenings. Ask for Annul 
Weinstein.  
Lost and Found 
LOST Silver 
wedding ring in 
OMH  
357 Tuesday night.













 Confldennal,  ISO
 S. 
B aynes' Ave, Seri Jose, Call 
3 4 7 7 4 1 4
 
FEMALE Models Photo artist 
seeks  petite ladies for lashson, 
figure  
work Also portfolios d.e. Tulsa 




someone  you are 
tooling  for may be in OUR mom 
!unship LOOKING FOR YOU. Call 
14111 
441.11167. Discreet,  
SIG SRO SEAR. you're Me most 
owesome big 
bre that any pike 










large truck Avail for all 
sorts of 
lobs. Call Roy at 791,6917. 
WEDDING   
















 for  wedding 
  Your wedding 
photographs





























 G. E awn 
Services  




MATH  ANXIETY? 




 me, Ed 
 II, 




GOOD  JOB? 
Increase
 your chances of 
getting one 




letter Our booklet Will 
show Too 







like to s.. 
Send  12.9$ (plus
 19 cents 



































 before 9 a.m 
after 











Get the best for 














  of stereo




 and cc 
rrrrr  ses 
for the 

















w   30 
day 
defective  e.t.age
 with op 
tional  5 year 
parts AND 
labor  













price  quotes or 
more info, 
SMWFS.  



















SAVE THIS Shit! 
Ilekere you purchase any hill, car 
stereo.







with us for 
BIG  DIS 
COUNTS
 on over 










honest  enformatron 
given on 
 nce, ...sty, etc We 
sr  
fur@ a 
complete  line 
of 
quality
 I   
and kits 
WHOLESALE to the 
publw Our 
speakers use th same components 
that most of 
the
 
highly popular  and 




1/2 the cost Full manufacturers 
 ty with 





in San Jose. Sounds 






B UDGET FLIGHTS 1900.  Domestic 
and international  let flights 
anywhere
 at discount fares. We also 
represent all ch rrrrr 
operations 
Onclusfing Laker/ ... Hawaii ... 
Mexico Europe ... Asia ... Ahka 
Australsa ... USA. Travel Services 
Available. 
International Student 




BritRail   








 r  




 ships and 
trains . Insurance .. Wide map 
mlection  Lu rrrrr Backpacks 
.. Hard to NM travel books
 .. 




tours ... Club Merl 
Open 7 days. 




121. TRIP AND 
TRAVEL PLAN
 
WING COMPANY,  Charter   
Specialists, 444 
E.
 William Street 
110th and WM.). San 




















So. Valley area 
Call 
KATHIE  at 
371-1216,
 9 a.m totem
 
I 
am also on 









 E spar sato.
 







0  te  
Department IBM




 Valley area 
Call 
Janet at 227 1323,  
TYPING: Terns
 
papers,  resumes, 
Infidel. etc II/pg.  and up. IBM 
Correcting Selectroc All week 
proofread. 
Call
 Kitty at 33111-1009 








Inc. Call 252-11054. 
 IGENT TYPING 
Cesium sad 
Garr  167-0/92 
  Typing Agency  
P  wool 




.rn. to 7 
p.m.. M -F 
Call
 




 E Son 
Salvador St
 
in downtown San Jose 
11 block up from





 ter01  papers. etC 
E








Ms.  II at 314704?. 
TYPING
 
by Kathy. Professional and 





 firm can 
handle 
anything from










Qoalihy Work at 





ASSI   
at MO 
11411. 
TYPING  Services. Top 
quainy  
Rielonable rates and lost 
tarok*. Call Kathy 























































































































































 City of Old 
Castile 

































on the Oka 
36 Against 

















 CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited 
by Margaret Farrar and Trude
 Jaffe 







45 Ovine animal 13 
46 









































English  coins 
39 
2 






Between:  Fr. 
4 - Niel, yellow 42 





Explorer  Amund- 47 
sen,
 first at 







8 Poe classic 
51 





















Wood for furniture 
Orderly
 
The 38th state: 
Abbr. 
Star  in Pegasus 





















































































 M1400 MOM 









ORO ONOMOON ONO 






















Spaces  tor each
 hosii 
















DAILY  CLASSIFIEDS 
San
 Jose State University
 
I 
San Jose, California 95192 
I 
 ov.sinii. iwo 























lectures  and 
three  other 
biology 
classes, Robert 
Fowler has the 
time to read 
books for
 pleasure. 
Fowler.  assistant 
professor
 of biological 
scien.T.  %ill review 
a 
subject of 
his  pastime at 
today's 
University 
Booktalk at 12:30 p.m. 
in 
Stall t ateteria 
Room  A. 




Freeland Judson was not 
intended to be historical, 
Fowler explained'. It may 
come across that way as 
Judson reviews
 the career 
famous
 
geneticists  like 
Jim Watson and Frances 
Crick now 
of





1953,  Watson and 
Crick, an Englishman, 
discovered the double -helix 
model for the DNA 
deoxyribonucleic acid 
mclecule, the genetic 
determiner.
 
It seemed to be 
the
 










Hp referred to 'Anus 
Pauling's








structure  of 
protein. 
In the 
book,  said 
Fowler, Judson examines 






























 heredity of 
corn. He did 
his post-
doctoral 








Baptist Student Union 
will meet 
today  at 12:30 






 on how to get 
a summer 
job will be of-
fered at 3:30 




by the Career Planning
 and 
Placement










meet at 3:30 
p.m.
 today in 
the S.U. 







   
Black 
Students of 
Engineering will meet at 6 
tonight in 




Campbell  at 295-5929.
 


















The Human Resource 
Administration Club will 
meet at 2:30 p.m. today in 
the Business Tower, room 
50. 
For information call 
































   
California
 Marijuana 
Initiative will have an 
organization  meeting at 8 
tonight in the 
S.U. 









807 IVE BEEN ROLLING THE 
LINO

















Medina at 277-3201. 





















































in'ai-iTittle  as 














































 A free 1 
hour
 demon-




 to save 






well  as how
 to 
increase your 


























DAYS.  WEDNESDAY  AND THURSDAY  
WEDNESDAY, 
MARCH  5th at 730
 p.m. 
THURSDAY,
 MARCH 6th 
at 7:30 p.m. 
HOLIDAY INN 282 
ALMADEN  BLVD. PARK CENTER PLAZA 
